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The decision process

This document contains some reflections and discussion related to the thesis entitled

Empirical approach to the problem of point pattern analysis in case of geocoded data. It
is separated from the main text because it has been chosen to follow the template that
leads to the production of a draft scientific article to be submitted. Therefore, the main
document is the paper draft, that contains all the information usually essential in a
scientific article, the theoretical framework, the methodology, the results and the
conclusions. While in this document, the following paragraphs explain the reasons that
led me to deal with the issue of geocoded point distributions, the theories on which I
based my arguments and the theories I discarded. In addition, there is a conceptual
model that should help the reader understand the structure of the reasoning that
governed the research process and the draft paper writing. Finally, there are some
reflections on the difficulties or uncertainties that emerged during the work, on the role
of supervisors in advising me on decisions.
The usual praxis requires a section dedicated to any ethical issues emerging or related
to data processing such as anonymization. Since the data used was not affected by any
restrictions, I only spent a few lines explaining in detail the reasons for the absence of
the usual paragraph.
The document closes with an attachment of the logbook listing all the activities carried
out, arranged chronologically. However, it does not include the actual errors that would
not give any information except justify the time spent. Though, it contains the practices
discarded because they were considered disadvantageous, with this a reader should be
able to replicate the study easily or simply examine the code.

General discussion about the topic

The topic discussed in this thesis is relatively original. Relatively, because it does not
propose something new per se, but questions the existing methodology and suggests a
different approach, adapting the existing methods, to tackle the highlighted problem.
As explained in the draft paper, it is argued that the geocoding process limits the
sample space and this has to be accounted for by the further analysis methods applied.
Consistently with the hypothesis, is proposed an approach to calculating the expected
value of the average distance in conditions of randomness when the observed pattern
of points has been geocoded.
The idea developed in a specific context that influenced subsequent choices. During my
internship at the University Medical Centre in Groningen I participated in a
geo-epidemiological research work, which, as in this study, used various techniques of
spatial analysis. That research is not yet published and therefore cannot be referred to
in this text. However, it contained some of the difficulties common to many
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epidemiological analysis located in developing countries or complex contexts. Some of
these were, the geocoding information not always well recorded, the lack of high
quality, up-to-date and equally detailed geographic information throughout the
territory, inadequate information on population density, and ultimately, the observed
pathology transmitted by the mosquito-vector Aedes Aegypti, was geographically
represented by the residence of the infected person. These, and in particular the latter,
are very frequent limitations in epidemiology, largely discussed in the literature, as
they have potentially serious consequences on the reliability of the results and
therefore of the conclusions (e.g. Gatrell et al., 1996). However, a further peculiarity was
added to this context which led me to reflect more carefully on the concept of
randomness and test applications. The study used data from the first spread of the
disease in that area, which being an island of limited size could be considered
completely new to the virus and thus, lacking in 'immune experiences'. This, unless
other indicators are observed, makes all the population equally exposed, meaning that
the first wave diffusion would most likely have followed a completely random pattern,
thus events independent each other (Diggle, 2013, p99) or at least a random pattern
approximated with a Markov chain (e.g. Yaesoubi and Cohen, 2011; Dehghan Shabani
and Shahnazi, 2020).
Nonetheless, the results continued to show areas of hotspots and the pattern showed
clear non random space-time progressions. Therefore, in an attempt to understand if
that was an error or if simply that was the pattern dynamic and the population was not
equally exposed, I noticed that the distance-based tests considered the space uniform,
albeit within certain limitations, while the points could only be placed in specific
places. In other words, while the geocoding process was used to transform the event list
into a map, to test the null hypothesis was generated a number of random patterns that
simulate a homogeneous Poisson process, following the modellization of the expected
behaviour of the virus, independently from the geocodification process. Even
considering the population density, which largely reflects the density of houses, a
disparity remains. Because it was considered all the available surface as a potential
place where an event could occur. This fact, at least intuitively, unbalanced the outcome
of the test strongly in favor of the rejection of hypotheses.
In fact, if a geocoded address is represented by a point ideally located, for example, in
correspondence with the house number, or in the center of the building, that single
point represents the entire surface of the property. However, when a random
distribution of points is generated without considering this fact, not only can a property
contain more than one address, but the possibilities for distance fluctuations are much
greater, infinite in theory, than those of geocoded points, which although numerous are
countable. It could be objected that it is in the nature of the random process to find an
equilibrium that compensates for the disproportion of the locations, indeed, if a
process is random so a stationary Poisson point process, every point location of the
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surface sample is equiprobable as far the mean and variance are equal to any other
surface sample (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003, p19-26). Therefore, over the same
surface, a possible concentration in correspondence of a single property will be
balanced by an opposite disparity somewhere else.
However, from this it can be deduced that the surface has a great relevance and
unrealistic or impossible areas, compared to the observed event, should be excluded.
This series of considerations reinforced the idea of a test to clarify any doubt on
possible invalidation of the methodology due to geocoding. Therefore, it was first
necessary to verify that under conditions similar to those of the observed pattern, the
test was really able to discern a true random point pattern. To do this, it was necessary
to 'geocode a random pattern', in other words, randomly select a sample of addresses
from the geocoding database. If the database is not accessible the test cannot be done,
so in order to perform the test it was necessary to move to a geographical area where
the data were available.
Since the geographical area was no longer that from the epidemiological analysis in
which the idea emerged, a case study was needed in a place with the necessary data,
such as the Netherlands. Furthermore, a study case was needed that made use of one
methodology of analysis of points based on the distance. This turned out to be a more
difficult task than expected, because the research engines can only search between the
keywords, and this was not enough to retrieve articles where geocoding in a place with
high quality data and spatial analysis with distance based methods coexist. Eventually,
knowing one of the authors it was possible to obtain the data of the paper by Enthoven
and Brouwer (2019) which had the required characteristics. Furthermore, it uses the
Clark-Evans test (1954) which has the advantage of being easy to implement. Although
other tests, such as Knox space time (1964) or Ripley's K function (1979) are more
used, they follow a not as adaptable approach to the space concept of this hypothesis
compared to the Clark-Evans test. Overall, this is not a significant limitation given that
if the hypothesis had not been confirmed, even with one simple test, then it would not
have been of great interest to continue working to implement a variant in the more
complex ones.

Finally, it must be said that during the writing of the draft of the paper, it started to
strengthen the thought that a purely theoretical approach could suffice to demonstrate
the validity of the hypotheses. However, in order to demonstrate a mathematical
methodology, or perhaps confutate it, are required advanced mathematical and
statistical skills. In addition, an experiment still remains a valid and useful effort, even
more so after the first results have been obtained, which have given a possible measure
of the degree of approximation between the two methods (not easy to obtain with a
theoretical approach). Indeed, with reference to the needs of the epidemiological study
I mentioned above, it would not be possible to apply the proposed method because of
lack of data. However, knowing within which range of values the ordinary methods are
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reliable would be a great added value. Clearly, a more detailed knowledge about the
difference between the classic approach and a proposed one can be seen as a
benchmark to assess under which condition the classic approach represents a good
balance between data availability and quality of the measurement. At the moment is
not realistic think each research that make use of geocoding has access to the spatial
database where is stored the information. Until that moment, even if the proposed
method is more effective than the classic one, it would be a great achievement if it was
possible to collect enough experiments, with more case of studies from different
contexts, to see if the error stay inside a range so that it could be used to adjust the
classic method.

Other theories or methods

This thesis work investigates how the geocoding procedure affects point pattern
analysis methods. In doing this it focused on a specific distance based method, chosen
also for its simplicity, and in particular on the calculation of the expected value of a
homogeneous poisson process, synonymous with randomness (Ripley, 1977; Cressie,
1991, p663; Illian et al., 2008, p57-58). Therefore, it is a low-level approach, just above
statistical theory. This is confirmed by the wide range of disciplines that make use of
both the geocoding procedure and the distance-based spatial analysis methods. As a
consequence, the choices fell not on which family of methods to choose (rejecting
others) to explain an observed phenomenon, but on how to maintain a broad and
inclusive approach even making use of specific examples such as the case study.
Following this purpose, some aspects of basic spatial statistical theory, common to all
disciplines that make use of geocoding and spatial analysis, were first explicitated. This
resulted in choosing the texts of Cressie (1991) to which the terminology used in this
work refers, Diggle (2013), Illian et al. (2008) and to a lesser extent (Daley and
Vere-Jones, 2003), do not appear the remarkable book of Haining (2003) even though I
found it useful as further confirmation of the theories, also from a chronological point
of view. Ultimately, the main operative and recent text was the book of Baddely et al.,
(2015) that I used as a base for deriving my variation from the classic methodology.
Some of these theories refer to the field of environmental geography other than spatial
epidemiology, while Cressie (1991) remains the most basic and thus inclusive for all the
applications. All this books and theories are among the most often cited, frequently
cross-referenced; this could highlight the missing of Spatial Econometrics, Methods and
Models by Anselin (1988), an important book but characterized by a strictly econometric
approach, as the author himself states (Anselin, 2010). The combination of all of these
sources give a broader view useful to define an appropriate theoretical framework. This
was not easy, precisely due to the widespread diffusion of geocoding in different fields
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which, from time to time, adapt the methodologies to their context. This could create
conflicts with the assumptions made. For example, in epidemiology a random process
could be influenced by the previous event and therefore violate the independence
assumption of the Poisson point process, but the randomness' still be limited to a
geographical space surrounding the original event and can be approximated by other
models. One possibility would therefore have been to concentrate in detail on a specific
case study, according to the practice of its field of application, but this would have
restricted and complicated the applicability of the conclusions to other fields that make
use of geocoding. Here the main elements are geocoding, distance-based methods and
surface significance. According to the application field, therefore, the value of the
conclusions could be different, although the presence of a relationship between these
three elements remains clear.

In criminology, for example, according to Anselin (2000) it is known that there is a
great discrepancy between the surface where events can occur, usually the city, and the
space where the greatest concentrations of events are observed. This concentration is
referred to as the crime place theory (Eck and Weisburd, 1995), which over time has
consolidated its validity so much that Weisburd (2015) refers to it as the 'first law of the
criminology of place'. Clearly any geographer is led to a parallel with Tobler's first law of
geography (1970). Both have in common that they postulate a hierarchy and spatial
significance that if accepted 'remove' the need to verify the potential presence of
randomness. According to some authors, tests of complete spatial randomness are in
fact meaningless, unless having no clue on what process is in progress (Aldstadt, 2010).
Goodchild expressed very clearly how acceptance of Tobler's law implies spatial
autocorrelation (2010). On the other hand, Miller (2004) observes that although
Tobler's law remains important, the geographic conditions and concepts of distance
have changed over the years, making measurement of spatial autocorrelation and
spatial heterogeneity more important than before.
The existing models to measure the characteristics of spatial variables and their
correlations are numerous, because there are numerous shades of reality; as Miller
(2004) points out, geographical locations have uniqueness that become increasingly
important together with the increasing complexity of society. According to this point of
view, it is very difficult to accept a postulate that presupposes a sort of a priori spatial
autocorrelation. And consequently it is not possible to establish without a measure of
some kind, that an observed event could be a random realization. Consistently, most of
the models are tested against the hypothesis of randomness which is frequently based
on the homogeneous process of Poisson (Ripley, 1977; Illian et al., 2008).

It is therefore clear that simple variations in the theoretical assumptions used to
justify the validity of the geocoding process are enough to change the meaning of the
observed conditions. As also reported in the main document, the limitations
introduced by the geocoding process are widely discussed in the literature, both in
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epidemiology and in criminology (e.g. Zhan et al., 2006; Oliver et al. 2005; Summerton,
2015; Hart and Zandbergen, 2013). However, if in light of all the limitations of the
geocoding procedure, the point pattern is believed to be representative of the observed
phenomenon, then the question raised in this paper remains almost unanswered by
the current literature. Almost, because a family of theories that was not included in the
main document is the one that applies the point pattern process to the linear
phenomena (e.g. Baddeley, et al., 2021; Moradi and Mateu, 2019; Ang et al., 2012;
Okabe and Satoh, 2009). The reason why it was excluded is the 'need' to tackle the
problem from a two-dimensional point of view, which best approximates many of the
conditions in epidemiology and other disciplines. Moreover, since a linear network is
not a homogeneous environment, given the non-uniform distribution of the lines,
understanding the relationship between the points is more complex compared to the
Euclidean space case (Badeley et al., 2015, p711). Similarly to what has been achieved
in this work, also the research about point patterns on   linear networks worked in the
direction of transforming the existing methodologies adapting them in accordance with
the space. However, some phenomena are universally recognized as being part of the
networks, such as road accidents, street crime or retail assessment (e.g. Araldi and
Fusco, 2019; Khalid et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2018), and the problem does not lie
(primarily) in the geocoding if used, but in the conceptual link between the observed
events. Okabe et al., (1995) provided a clear example case of the reseller in the city
linked to their customers through the road network not the Euclidean distance that
would mean flying.
On the contrary, in the problem addressed in this study it is necessary to first
demonstrate that the geocoding procedure alters the relationships between distances,
and that it is an acceptable limitation only under certain conditions. Researchers who
have tackled the problem of networks have also chosen to adapt a distance-based
function, among the first in this field it should be mentioned Okabe and Yamada (2001),
who adapted the K-function to the networks, and Okabe, Yomono and Kitamura (1995)
which in a much more advanced way, adapted the Clark-Evans test to the networks.
Although research on point patterns in linear networks has developed from tackling
problems in a similar way to what has been done in this work, as the distinction
between continuous and discrete space (Okabe et al., 1995) and adapting the distance
based functions, since they are the most used (Okabe et al., 1995; Okabe and Yamada
2001; Ang et al., 2012; Moradi and Mateu, 2019), it is believed that placing them in the
theoretical framework could have created confusion with respect to the concept of
'transformation of space' due to geocoding. It seemed that starting from an established
and shared theoretical framework such as that of Cressie, and deriving both the variant
of the networks (and possibly the geocoding on lines) and that of the surfaces (given by
the geocoding), could add confusion to a sufficiently articulated topic.
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Finally, the theories of spatial analysis that make use of spatial units were excluded
from the discussion, in particular Moran's I and Getis G*, which were used by the
Enthoven and Brouwer paper used as a case study. In this regard, the choice was
determined by the need to exclude the results applied to methods not directly based on
points. As is known, a pattern of points can be grouped into spatial units, which are
polygons that usually have some meaning that justifies the grouping of the observed
variable. The characteristics of the spatial units have an effect on the autocorrelation
analysis (Anselin and Getis, 2010) and therefore should be justified with a theoretical
framework as well. Therefore, even in this case the inclusion of these theories would
have firstly increased the complexity, secondly it would have extended the discussion
beyond the limits allowed by scientific publications and finally, it would have pushed
forward the research from the objective of demonstrating the bias introduced by
geocoding. Moreover, inserting these parts in a coherent way would have caused the
necessity to replicate the research of Enthoven and Brouwer, following its theoretical
context and any limits, risking to go off topic by transforming a research that tries to
answer a research question into a critique of another work. Contrairly, the purpose was
to show the applicability of the proposed method to a real case.
Finally, in this regard it should be mentioned that with regret it was not possible using
one of the classic case studies, which are usually recommended for this type of
research. This was due to the difficulties in finding a geocoding database consistent
with the time and location of the potential case of study. For instance, the famous paper
by Getis and Ord (1992) introducing the G statistics, made use (also) of the data
presented by Cressie and Chan (1989) to take advantage of the possibility of
comparison between the methodologies, in fact, these common and classic datasets are
considered as benchmarks.

Excluded results

The geocoding process is often used even if the pattern is not expected to be analyzed
with point pattern methods. The case study is a particularly advantageous example
because it combines the use of point pattern analysis methods with different
approaches, based on spatial units. Therefore, when the data was already loaded on the
computer ready to be analyzed, it was very simple to extend the analysis to other
methods. The idea was to understand if the bias found with respect to the Clark-Evans
method was only a defect of this methodology or if the other methodologies also
present anomalies. The same random point patterns generated to test the proposed
method and the classical method were loaded on the spatial units defined for the case
study. In this way it was possible to compare how the combination of spatial units and
spatial autocorrelation tests such as Moran's I and Getis G* behaved with respect to the
values   obtained in the case study. In all the tests carried out, the autocorrelation values
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  were much greater than those of the case study. This was actually a predictable result,
because the practice of creating spatial units by trying to find the optimal distances or
dimensions of the spatial units, so that the spatial autocorrelation values   are maximal,
simply picks up variability from space. Therefore the result was a false positive. A
solution to this problem could be the use of a mathematical function that defines the
shape of a polygon based on the value of a variable. As a further check, the data has also
been loaded on the spatial units that represent the administrative boundaries. Also in
this case the result was in line with expectations. The random pattern (values once
loaded in the spatial units) were strongly autocorrelated. The population is probably
correlated with the municipalities, so a random sample of the population loaded into
the administrative boundaries does nothing but replicate the density ratios between
municipalities.
Inserting these results in the main document, would have changed the objective of the
research. From identifying and possibly measuring a bias due to geocoding to a
discussion on bad practices in the use of autocorrelation tests. Furthermore, these are
distinct topics, the presence of a bias due to geocoding in distance-based methods is
not immediately evident, while it immediately raises some doubts that generic spatial
units such as administrative boundaries can introduce a bias. Because these are
polygons without a specific relationship with the observed variable and which,
however, have been defined in another context following some logic. They could follow,
in the simplest of hypotheses, the geography of the place.
However, I did not perform the same experiment described above with the classic
Monte Carlo method. In this case the result is not easily predictable. I expect that a
random pattern generated by choosing random points across the surface can be more
easily recognized as random than a geocoded one, especially when loaded into regular
spatial units such as squares. I am not so sure that the administrative boundaries are
capable of such a distinction, probably after many attempts, loading many different
random patterns, one could understand the probability of success. This is, perhaps,
because the size, shape, and configuration of the spatial units affect the result of the
autocorrelation test (Anselin and Getis, 2010, p40).

The journal choice

This thesis work involves the writing of two documents, a draft of a scientific article,
and this document which contains the reflections that usually are not part of a
scientific article. Subsequently the draft must be sent to a newspaper to request
publication. As is well known, there are numerous scientific journals, with different
themes and different impact factors. This establishes a hierarchy in journals,
researchers try to publish in high impact journals, and journals try to select authors
who can offer the most professionalism and share. Since the submission and
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evaluation procedure can become a source of frustration, it is commonly
recommended to write a draft paper following the guidelines and characteristics of the
journal that is deemed most appropriate for your work.
The topic addressed is a hybrid between statistics and geography, sometimes
addressed as spatial statistics. However, there are mainly elements of what in the field
of GIScience could be defined computational geography (I believe that if we call
computational physics the set of computer procedures that allow the calculation of
physical-mathematical models then the geographical analogue should be called
computational geography as a specialization of GIScience) than purely statistical
reflections. Therefore, if a purely statistical approach had been chosen for the solution
of the raised problem, then journals such as Journal of Applied Probability or Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society: Series B might have been appropriate. However, the issue was
dealt with mainly geographically, so the choice should fall on newspapers that have
GIScience as their main theme.
There are numerous newspapers of this type, and among these, I believe the most
prestigious and attractive is the International Journal of Geographical Information Science.
Without forcing the presence of citations to articles from this journal, there are two
references from it in the draft article attached to this document. They might seem few,
but there are no journals with more than two references in the draft and this could
leave room for some shy expectations. However, realistically speaking, being able to
publish in this journal, with a really high impact factor and where some of the most
important authors in the field of GISciences have published, and do publish, is not very
likely. A reasonable strategy is to choose a journal with a smaller but equally
prestigious impact factor, such as Journal of Geographical Systems; obtaining a
publication in this journal would be equally important. Furthermore, it would have the
advantage of obtaining high-level feedback. If at the end of the peer review procedure
the outcome should still be a refusal, the value of the suggestions obtained would still
remain, and the draft article could still be submitted to a prestigious journal, other than
this time could take advantage of the advice from the first journal.

Other reflections

During the processing of this thesis, numerous doubts arose on the validity of the
proposed methodology, on the research question and on the approach followed.
On the one hand there was the evidence of the results that was reassuring. I replicated
a case study and at the same time I showed that the same methodologies were not able
to identify what they are supposed to see, randomness. On the other hand, these results
seemed so obvious that I wondered if it is simply a wrong and widespread practice in
research, despite the peer review procedure. For example, choosing spatial units
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without a specific criterion just because they are the only ones available is equivalent to
manipulating data, I believe. This is why all the random patterns generated were
autocorrelated.
I began to believe that my work was wrong, or at least that it could be traced back to a
simple theoretical demonstration, even based on a literature review. Of course the
result of a test has a very strong value for proving a hypothesis, but it would remain a
mere exercise compared to possible existing theories. In fact, even from the theories
gleaned from the literature review, it emerged that many of the frequent practices are
inappropriate. For example, it is inappropriate to apply a model that assumes the
presence of spatial homogeneity when it is known a priori that the observed pattern
cannot be homogeneous.
These reflections forced me to question my knowledge on the subject. I felt the need to
explore the subject even more and I believe it requires advanced mathematics skills
that are not part of a geographer's cultural background. I wondered for a long time
whether the research question was as appropriate as it seemed when it was conceived.
However, at the end of the writing process, the research question seems to me a
rhetorical question that does not deserve an answer. Perhaps, a solution to these
doubts, in anticipation of a future publication, would be to divide the writing into two
distinct parts. One theoretical article, which discusses the structure of the spatial
database with respect to the conditions of independence of the points and
equiprobability given by the homogeneous distribution of poisson. And a second article
in which the previously discussed theory is applied, and the method derived from the
new theoretical approach is tested with a case study.

Why no ethics here

Ethics was not an issue in this research. The research does not involve participants, it
does not discuss sensitive topics (Lee and Renzetti, 1993), it does not use personal data,
neither the case of study does, since the restaurant locations are in public places.
Lastly, it did not benefit from any funding nor did the author have connections or can
take advantage with/from any of the arguments discussed.
However, ethics and privacy are not the same thing, especially when we distinguish
ethics from morality (see Shaw, 2015; Moore, 2008). Unless we do not care to fall into
the contradiction in terms of 'ethics and science' as argued by Weber (1949). In respect
to the current discussions on scientific research and ethics it would seem a reference to
an ethics of privacy, but it would be more appropriate to speak of the morality of
privacy. Although morality of privacy could be also inappropriate, since from a
research operational point of view, thus, the act of observing behavior or personal data,
has more easily to do with privacy as a tool that has its own intrinsic value (Moor, 1991).
However, if the relation between ethics and privacy lies in 'ethics in the formation of
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trust', and privacy is the capability of every subject to control its own personal data
then the issue is to act in a fair and predictable manner (Goldberg et al., 2001).

Conceptual model

This research is based on comparison. It is a question of comparing the results of the
proposed methodology with the ordinary ones. As evidenced by the research question,
Does the geocoding process violate the assumptions of the (in) homogeneous poisson process? The
object is whether geocoding introduces a bias with respect to the conceptualizations
that determine the abstraction of reality and its description through a statistical model.
Simply put, does geocoding make space discrete with fixed and countable locations or
not? Hence, it's just a way to assign coordinates in continuous space?
The conceptual model is shown in Figure 1, the comparison between the results
generated by the ordinary approach and the one proposed is symbolized by the
comparison between the two logical models. The difference is symbolized by the
arrangement of the geocoding procedure, independent from the conceptualization in
the ordinary model, and preceding the conceptualization in the proposed model. Of
course, as also repeated in this document, the limitations introduced by geocoding are
widely discussed in the literature, so it could be argued that the conceptualization is
subsequent to geocoding in both models. However, no literature has been found
discussing the limitations of geocoding with respect to the question raised in this work.
Thus, we can consider the schema representative of the current context with respect to
the research question.
The subsequent conceptualization of geocoding indicates that reality, represented by a
point pattern, is also abstracted and modeled through the geocoding process, to which
it ascribes the side effect of altering the initial model from continuous in space to
discrete. Consequently, this new condition is included in the statistical model where
the change is represented by the chain of definition in cascade, thus the statistical
model follows the construction of the pattern and includes its characteristics.
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The research process

Reflection on the research process and role of supervisors

The development of this research was a very interesting and formative experience.
Having chosen the Research Master it was not a new procedure but the combination of
many procedures learned during the two years of study. Looking back at the whole
process, I have a pleasant memory, it was the first assignment that could be carried out
without other tasks to be performed. This meant that time could be organized as a
function of research. I find it extremely unproductive to overlap different and complex
works, even if, after a long period in which we always work on the same theme, a pause
is necessary in order not to freeze on the same positions. Despite this, the research did
not start when all the courses were finished, indeed its very beginning was about a year
ago during the internship. At the time I didn't know it was going to be a thesis topic, it
was just a problem to be solved. Gradually and slowly the concepts took shape, also
thanks to the courses of the master. Two of these in particular played a decisive role,
the 'Research proposal and proposal writing' course and that of 'Entrepreneurship and
regional development'. In the first one, I had the opportunity to reflect on the concept of
randomness in research, an extremely complex and fascinating concept. I have been
able to observe that some procedures that make use of the concept of randomness do
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not contrast two opposites, order and chaos but observe the predictability of an event.
Furthermore, this vision of randomness linked to the predictability of an event is not at
all obvious nor common to all disciplines. After all, this research speaks more of
randomness than geocoding, although it is not expressed in these terms, the research
question asks precisely whether geocoding interferes with randomness. In the second
course, 'Entrepreneurship and regional development'. I was able to learn about the case
study on sustainable restaurants by Enthoven and Brouwer, in that article observing
the chain of analysis and procedures, generating the need to argue and contextualize
the hypothesis of this research even outside of epidemiology.
Clearly, my supervisors were crucial. Daniella Vos has the gift of being able to motivate
you even when you just want to give up. Suddenly everything seems simple to you, then
when you realize that it is not at all like this, the worst is over.
I am grateful to my second supervisor Michiel Daams, who is always very present. I
appreciated and benefited from his precise and timely advice. In addition, the entire
period of thesis work took place during the pandemic, so it was not possible to meet in
person and ask for advice or exchange opinions is less spontaneous. You can't just
knock on an office door or chat during a coffee break, every request must be written or
planned and this gives a perception of bothering. Personally I think that, writing an
email or planning a meeting, is like overloading a person who is already busy enough
with further work, not only towards my supervisors. Nonetheless, we managed to
communicate well enough, I think. Certainly I really appreciated how both my
supervisors managed a moment of despair mainly due to the condition of isolation
combined with some failures; in a different condition I could have given up. Finally, my
supervisors were decisive in helping me decide the topics to cover in my presentation.
Normally I do not have any problems in presentations, moreover it is not a new
experience for me. However, in this circumstance there were a combination of factors
that all together made the presentation a new experience as well as difficult. The
duration of 7 minutes, the videoconference with a connection that is not really
performing, in combination with the paradigm shift with respect to time management.
In my experience it is essential to contact the listeners, to understand if they are
following you and to be flexible in indulging on the topics that interest most and to
overlook those that arouse any interest, even at the cost of taking more time than
expected. listeners to decide. All this was not possible, because here the paradigm
provides for meticulous planning of the topics in order to stay on time regardless of the
reactions of the public. I believe, especially after the listeners' feedback, that the
presentation went well, and this would not have been possible without the help of my
supervisors and Daniella in particular.
Finally, I really appreciated the flexibility of both of them with respect to the structure
of the research project. I approached them with a draft research proposal that certainly
needed further study, but on the other hand I had a well-structured methodology and
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the first timid experiments to test my hypothesis. In this context they were able to
reorganize the procedure so as not to have to interrupt what was done, allowing me to
obtain results and then proceed with the writing.

Appendix: The logbook

- See the attached document  -
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